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R̊TA is authorized by Ministry for Economic development and Trade of the Russian Federation to represent RUSSIA in international events in the field of Information Technologies.

As part of this activities R̊TA cooperates with APEC.
RTA unites over 500 major Russian IT and Hi-Tech companies with activities in the fields of:

- Manufacturing of computer and Hi-Tech equipment
- Software Development
- System Integration
- Information Security
- Networks and Telecommunications
- Bio-Technology
### RTA members:

**ADE**  Non-governmental Association of IT market participants

**Aladdin**  The most famous company dealing with Security Solutions

**SIRIUS**  Non-governmental Association of System integrators

**ROCIT**  Public centre of Internet Technologies

**IOU**  Public association of Russian ISP (Internet Service Providing)

**Formoza Group**  №1 Russian computer manufacturer

**CBOSS**  The largest Russian software developer

**ISA**  Public organization of Russian Information Security agents

**International fund of biotechnology**  Russian leading organization in field of protection of health of the citizens and environment
RITA was created for contributing to success and prosperity of the Russian segment in IT and Hi-Tech market by solving it's most outstanding problems, therefore helping integrate Russia into the world community.

As part of this RITA promotes Russian IT and Hi-Tech companies on foreign markets and in international projects.
Major activities:

**International activity** - external economic links and coordination of international organizations' activities

**Participation in National programs** - contributing to development of national wide programs, improvement of cooperation between business and government

**Creating IT business environment** – coordination with all parties interested in IT and Hi-Tech industry
RITA key technologies:

**Information Technologies**
- Computer design and manufacturing
- Full range of ERP/MRPII software and consulting
- Business Intelligence Systems
- Full-scale Data Warehouses
- Networks LAN/WAN
- Information Security

**Biotechnologies**
- Water purification systems
- Biosynthesis Technologies
RATA participates in National governmental and public programs concerning e-Community

Burning Information security issue for e-Community today -
The balance between Transparency and Privacy
RITA calls all parties interested in Information Security for interaction and collaboration with Russian IT Community.

Our scope of activity and authority gives us the opportunity to actualize wide range of events (including international).
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